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Abstract35

Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines protect against HPV types 16/18, but36

do not eliminate the need to detect pre-cancerous lesions. Australian women vaccinated as 37

teenage girls are now entering their mid-thirties. Since other oncogenic HPV types have been 38

shown to be more prevalent in women ≥30 years old, understanding high grade cervical 39

lesions in older women is still important. Hormonal contraceptives (HC) and smoking are 40

recognised cofactors for the development of pre-malignant lesions.41

Methods: 886 cases with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 2/3 and 3636 controls with 42

normal cytology were recruited from the Pap Test Register of NSW, Australia. All women 43

were aged 30-44 years. Conditional logistic regression was used to quantify the relationship 44

of HC and smoking to CIN 2/3 adjusted for various factors.45

Results: Current-users of HC were at higher risk for CIN 2/3 than never-users [odds ratio 46

(OR)=1.50, 95%CI=1.03-2.17] and risk increased with increasing duration of use [ORs:1.1347

(0.73-1.75), 1.51 (1.00-2.72), 1.82 (1.22-2.72) for <10, 10-14, ≥15 years of use;48

p-trend=0.04]. Ex-users had risks similar to never-users (OR 1.08, 95%CI=0.75-1.57)49

regardless of duration of use. Current smoking was significantly associated with CIN 2/350

(OR=1.43, 95%CI=1.14-1.80) and risk increased with increasing number of cigarettes/day51

(p-trend=0.02). Among ex-smokers, the risk of CIN 2/3 decreased with increasing time since 52

quitting (p-trend=0.04).53

Conclusions: In this benchmark study, current, long term users of HC and current smokers of54

≥5 cigarettes/day were each at increased risk of developing CIN 2/3. Findings support 55

smoking cessation in relation to decreasing the risk of pre-cancerous lesions and reinforce the 56

continuing need for cervical screening for cancer prevention in vaccinated and unvaccinated 57

populations.58

59

60

Keywords: cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, human papillomavirus; hormonal 61
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1. Introduction83

Australia was one of the first countries to implement a publicly funded National HPV 84

Vaccination Programme. The programme commenced in 2007 and involved administering 3 85

doses of the quadrivalent vaccine (GardasilTM , Merck) to 12-13 year old schoolgirls and until 86

2009 included a catch-up phase, where women aged up to 26 years were also offered 87

vaccination. In 2013 the vaccination programme was extended to include boys aged 12-1388

years and a 2-year catch-up phase for males aged 14-15 years. More than a decade since the 89

implementation of the vaccination programme in Australia, reductions of 65%, 40% and 13%90

have been observed in histologically confirmed high grade cervical abnormalities in women 91

aged <20 years, 20-24 years and 25-29 years [1], respectively. A 78% fall in population 92

prevalence of vaccine-included HPV types in women 18-24 years [2] and a 73-90% decline 93

in the incidence of anogenital warts in females 12-26 years [3] have also been reported.94

However, HPV vaccination will not eliminate the need to detect and treat pre-cancerous 95

cervical lesions. In the catch-up phase, adult females were not tested for HPV16/18 infections 96

prior to vaccination and administration of the vaccine after exposure has been found not to 97

impact clearance of existing infections [4]. Also, in its current form, the HPV vaccine does 98

not protect against oncogenic HPV types other than HPV 16 and 18. Although cervical 99

HPV16/18 DNA is more prevalent in women under 30 years of age, studies have shown that 100

other high risk HPV types become prevalent in women above 30 years [5-7]. Furthermore, 101

taking into consideration that the majority of women worldwide have not been vaccinated 102

against HPV, it is still important to understand the occurrence and determinants of high grade 103

cervical lesions in women aged over 30 years.104

105

Infection with oncogenic HPV types is required for the development of high grade cervical 106

intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) and cervical cancer, however, not all infected women develop 107

pre-cancerous lesions. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has 108

classified smoking and combined oral contraceptives as carcinogenic to humans and its 109

evaluation of the evidence has shown a causal association between these agents and cervical 110

cancer [8-10]. Two collaborative analyses of data from international epidemiological studies111

on the relationship between the pattern of use of these agents and cervical cancer reported112

elevated risks of cervical cancer and CIN3 associated with smoking and the use of combined 113
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oral contraceptives [11-12]. However, no Australian data were included in the collaboration114

on smoking and less than 100 cases from Australia were included in the collaboration on oral 115

contraceptives. With temporal changes in the formulation of oral contraceptives in terms of 116

oestrogen dose and progestagen type, investigating the association between pre-cancer and 117

oral contraceptive use in a more recent cohort is warranted. Based on survey data from 118

Australian General Practices, among women aged 35-44 years, 64 out of 1000 consultations 119

were for contraceptive management and over half of these (58%) concerned the use of oral120

contraceptives[13]. Furthermore, about 14% of women aged 25-44 years reported being 121

current smokers, with higher prevalence found among women living in areas of most 122

disadvantage [14].123

124

The aim of the current study was to measure the effects of hormonal contraceptive use and 125

smoking history on the risk of developing high-grade cervical lesions for Australian women 126

above 30 years of age.127

128

129

2. Methods130

2.1 Setting and Subjects131

Data for this analysis were obtained from the Cervical Health Study, described previously 132

[15]. Briefly, women were recruited from the NSW Pap Test Register (PTR) [16]. The PTR 133

was established in 1996 and is a centralised database of NSW cytology results. It contains 134

information on name, address, date of birth and cervical screening history of women who 135

have had a Pap test, and each of their cytology and histology results except those for <1% of 136

women who opt-out. Study recruitment was conducted between December 2006 and July137

2011 and women were eligible if they were aged 20-64 years when they entered the study.138

Preliminary cases were defined as women with high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions139

(HSIL), including a cytological prediction of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 2 or 3140

(CIN2/3) during the study period. The date of the first abnormality was regarded as the date 141

of entry into the study and this test was referred to as the index test. The preliminary cases 142

were frequency-matched by 5-year age band and date of index test to three preliminary 143

controls (women with a normal Pap test result). Preliminary controls were selected at random 144
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from the women meeting these criteria. For preliminary controls, the date of the test which 145

was used to match them to the corresponding preliminary case was referred to as the index 146

test date. 147

148

2.2. Definition of cases and controls149

Cases and controls were then selected from their corresponding preliminary lists. Women 150

with hysterectomy were excluded since the cervix is generally removed and so the risk of 151

CIN 2/3 is negligible. Incident cases of CIN 2/3 were women with a CIN 2/3 smear cytology 152

index test (i.e. the preliminary cases) that was also confirmed by a histology test within 3 153

months after the index test. Cases with CIN 2/3 cytology or positive histology within 5 years 154

prior to the index test were excluded since they were considered to be prevalent cases.155

Controls were women with a normal index smear cytology test and no CIN 2/3 cytology or 156

histology test within 5 years prior to the index test. 157

158

For this analysis, cases and controls aged 30-44 years were selected. The age limit of 44 was 159

used as women aged 44 or older are less likely to be using oral contraceptives for prevention 160

of pregnancy. Controls and cases were matched by 5-year age band (30-34, 35-39, 40-44) and 161

date of index test (2-month periods).162

163

2.3 Data collection and measurements164

Questionnaires and consent forms were mailed to women who were registered with the NSW 165

PTR and were eligible for the study. A help line was established to respond to participants’166

queries about the study, consent or assistance with questionnaire completion.167

Non-respondents were followed up after two weeks with a repeat mailing.168

169

A self-administered questionnaire sought information on demographic and relevant medical 170

details, hormonal contraceptive use, history of smoking, alcohol consumption, reproductive 171

and sexual history, use of menopausal hormone therapy and cervical screening history. In 172

addition, data from the Pap Test Register were used to ascertain previous frequencies of Pap 173

smears and the corresponding test results. Hormonal contraceptives included the combined174

pill, progestagen-only pill, injections, IUDs with hormones, implants and vaginal rings.175
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Current hormonal contraceptive users and/or smokers were defined as those who were 176

using/smoking at the time of having the index Pap smear test or who had stopped less than a 177

year before the date of the index test. Most of the questions used in the questionnaire have 178

been used previously and validated in the UK Million Women Study [17]. Similar questions 179

regarding use of injectable/implanted contraceptives were also included.180

181

Increased attendance for cervical screening has been found to be associated with having 182

children, having ever-used oral contraceptives and not currently smoking [18]. Therefore it is 183

important to adjust for the number of Pap smear tests when assessing the potential risk factors 184

for cervical disease. In Australia, it is recommended that cervical screening is carried out 185

every second year; women with a smear result suggesting a low grade cervical lesion or a186

possible low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) are recommended to have a repeat 187

cytology test at 12 months after the index smear; those aged over 30 years without a history 188

of negative cytology in the preceding two to three years and with a low grade cervical lesion 189

or a possible LSIL smear result are recommended to have a repeat cytology test within 6 190

months [19]. Hence, women with prior equivocal smears may have more subsequent smear 191

tests over a relatively short period of time and an increased number of smear tests overall. To192

account for this, tests conducted up to 1.5 years prior to the index test in this study were not 193

included in the number of prior Pap tests. That is, the number of Pap smear tests was counted 194

for the period 1.5 to 5 years prior to the index text. 195

196

2.3 Statistical analyses197

All statistical analyses were performed using Stata 11.0 software (StataCorp). Odds ratios 198

(ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated using conditional logistic 199

regression analysis. Hormonal contraceptive use variables included separately in various200

regression models were: broad usage (never-user, ex-user, current-user); time since last use 201

(never-user, ≥10yrs, 5-9yrs, 1-4yrs, current-user); and duration of use (never-user, ex-user 202

<10yrs, ex-user 10-14yrs, ex-user ≥15yrs, current-user <10yrs, current-user 10-14yrs, 203

current-user ≥15yrs). Smoking history variables included separately in various regression 204

models were: broad usage (never-smoker, ex-smoker, current-smoker); time since quitting 205

(never-smoker, ≥10yrs, 5-9yrs 1-4yrs, current-smoker); duration of use (never-smoker,206
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ex-smoker <10yrs, ex-smoker ≥10yrs, current-smoker <10yrs, current-smoker ≥10yrs); and 207

number of cigarettes/day (never-smoker, ex-smoker <5cigarettes/day, ex-smoker 208

≥5cigarettes/day, current-smoker <5cigarettes/day, current-smoker ≥5cigarettes/day).209

210

Models were adjusted for: parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3 children); age at first sexual intercourse (≥21, 211

19-20, 17-18, <17 years); number of Pap smears 1.5 to 5 years prior to the index cytology test 212

(≥3, 2, 1, 0); lifetime number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10); and number of sexual 213

partners in the last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥6). Models for hormonal contraceptive use were 214

additionally adjusted for smoking (never-smoker, ex-smoker, and current-smoker) and 215

models for smoking history were additionally adjusted for hormonal contraceptive use 216

(never-user, ex-user, and current-user). Body mass index (BMI) and a history of sexually 217

transmitted diseases were not included in the multivariable analyses because adjustment for 218

these factors did not change the estimated odds ratio (and the number of sexual partners and 219

age at first sexual intercourse which were included in the model are strongly associated with 220

sexually transmitted diseases [18,20]). Women with missing data on confounders, hormonal 221

contraceptive broad usage and/or smoking broad usage were excluded from all analyses and 222

tabulations (although ‘prefer not to answer’ was a response option for some questions and 223

given its own category). Women with missing data on other hormonal contraceptive use or 224

smoking exposure variables (such as duration of use and time since stopping) were excluded 225

from logistic regression analyses which included those variables.226

227

Sexual behaviours such as prior number of sexual partners and age at first sexual intercourse 228

are potentially strong confounders of the effects of both hormonal contraceptive use and 229

smoking on CIN 2/3 because such behaviours are key determinants of exposure to HPV 230

infection and are also often associated with hormonal contraceptive use and smoking [8-12]. 231

Hence, to ensure that our results were not unduly affected by the method used to analyse 232

sexual behaviour, we performed sensitivity analyses accounting for sexual behaviour in three 233

additional ways. First, odds ratios were adjusted for finely-categorised versions of the 3 234

sexual behaviour covariates: 1) age at first sexual intercourse; 2) lifetime number of sexual 235

partners; and 3) number of sexual partners in last 5 years. Second, odds ratios were adjusted 236

for the 3 sexual behaviour covariates included as continuous variables. Functional forms for 237
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these continuous covariates were modelled as the best-fitting first or second degree fractional 238

polynomials with powers -2, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2 or 3. Best-fit was determined using the 239

algorithm recommended and described in detail by Royston et al [21]. Third, analyses were 240

restricted to women who reported having only one sexual partner in the last 5 years (514241

CIN2/3 cases and 2815 controls).242

243

2.5 Ethics approval 244

The study was approved by the Cancer Institute NSW Population Ethics Committee; 245

reference number Ref 2004/05/073. All participants completed and signed a patient consent 246

form. 247

248

249

3. Results250

Of the 17,968 women who completed and returned questionnaires, 6270 were aged between 251

30 and 44 years. Of these 6270 women, 2009 had a CIN 2/3 smear cytology index test 252

(preliminary cases) and 4261 had a normal Pap smear result (preliminary controls). Of the 253

2009 preliminary cases, 1123 were excluded because of prior CIN 2/3 (n=152), hysterectomy254

(n=10), the absence of a confirmatory positive histology result (n=857) or incomplete data 255

(n=104). Of the 4261 preliminary controls, 625 were excluded because of: prior CIN 2/3256

(n=246), hysterectomy (n=13) or incomplete data (n=366). Thus a total of 886 cases and 257

3636 controls were included in the current study.258

259

Ninety-three percent of controls were either current-users (55%) or ex-users (38%) of 260

hormonal contraceptives (Figure 1). Among controls with data for duration of hormonal 261

contraceptive use, 27% were current–users for 10 or more years. Among cases and controls, 262

94% and 92% had ever used the pill or the mini pill respectively (Table 1). The proportions of 263

cases and controls who had ever used injections, IUDs with hormones or implants ranged 264

from 6% to 10% per category (Table 1).265

266
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Table 1: Types of hormonal contraceptives ever used by cases and controls in NSW 267

2006-2011.268

269

Controls Cases

Hormonal contraceptive: 
n=3636
n (%)^

n=886
n (%)^

Any hormonal contraceptive ever used: 3389 (93) 842 (95)
Pill and/or mini pill 3347 (92) 833 (94)

Injections 321 (9) 85 (10)

IUDs with hormones 306 (8) 57 (6)

Implants 239 (7) 62 (7)

Vaginal ring 21 (1) 6 (1)

No hormonal contraceptive ever used: 247 (7) 44 (5)

270

^ Percentages add to more than 100% due to women using more than one hormonal contraceptive type  271

272

273

274

Among controls, never-users of hormonal contraceptives were more likely than ever-users to 275

be nulliparous (26% vs. 23%), to be 21 years or older at first sexual intercourse (41% vs. 276

17%), to have had 1-2 lifetime sexual partners (51% vs. 26%), to have had 0-1 sexual 277

partners in the last 5 years (82% vs. 78%) and to have had no smear tests 1.5 to 5 years prior 278

to their index test (16% vs. 9%) (Table 2).279

280
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Table 2: Demographic characteristics and CIN 2/3 risk factors for control participants, 281

according to hormonal contraceptive use and smoking history. 282

Hormonal 

contraceptives
Smoking 

Never

used

Ever

used

Never

smoked

Ever

smoked

Characteristic

n=247

n (%)

n=3389

n (%)

n=2105

n (%)

n=1531

n (%)

Age groups (years)

30-34 105 (43) 1503 (44) 988 (47) 620 (40)

35-39 80 (32) 1146 (34) 694 (33) 532 (35)

40-44 62 (25) 740 (22) 423 (20) 379 (25)

Age: mean, SD 36.6, 4.3 36.2, 4.1 36.0, 4.1 36.6, 4.2

Parity

0 65 (26) 767 (23) 477 (23) 355 (23)

1 54 (22) 652 (19) 399 (19) 307 (20)

2 76 (31) 1222 (36) 776 (37) 522 (34)

≥ 3 52 (21) 748 (22) 453 (22) 347 (23)

Age at first sexual intercourse (years)

≥ 21 102 (41) 565 (17) 552 (26) 115 (8)

19-20 48 (19) 479 (14) 371 (18) 156 (10)

17-18 47 (19) 1167 (34) 692 (33) 522 (34)

< 17 27 (11) 1060 (31) 392 (19) 695 (45)

prefer not answer 23 (9) 118 (3) 98 (5) 43 (3)

Lifetime no. sexual partners

1-2 126 (51) 893 (26) 824 (39) 195 (13)

3-5 38 (15) 728 (21) 465 (22) 301 (20)

6-9 23 (9) 507 (15) 273 (13) 257 (17)

≥ 10 24 (10) 881 (26) 335 (16) 570 (37)

prefer not answer 36 (15) 380 (11) 208 (10) 208 (14)

No. sexual partners in the last 5 years

0-1 203 (82) 2640 (78) 1713 (81) 1130 (74)

2 8 (3) 266 (8) 145 (7) 129 (8)

3-5 14 (6) 282 (8) 135 (6) 161 (11)

≥ 6 5 (2) 125 (4) 56 (3) 74 (5)

prefer not answer 17 (7) 76 (2) 56 (3) 37 (2)

No. Pap smears 1.5 to 5 years prior

≥ 3 36 (15) 671 (18) 379 (18) 328 (21)

2 74 (30) 1427 (42) 916 (25) 585 (38)

1 98 (40) 981 (29) 622 (17) 457 (30)

0 39 (16) 310 (9) 188 (5) 161 (11)

No. Pap smears 1.5 to 5 years prior: mean, SD 1.5, 1.1 1.9, 1.2 1.8, 1.1 1.9, 1.3

283
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Broad usage of hormonal contraception, time since last use and duration of use were all found 284

to be associated with CIN 2/3 (p<0.001, p=0.002 and p<0.001 respectively) (Figure 1). 285

Women who were ex-users of hormonal contraceptives had similar risks of CIN 2/3 as 286

never-users [OR=1.08, (95%CI 0.75-1.57)] and the risks for ex-users did not vary 287

significantly according to time since last use (p=0.29) or duration of use (p=0.75). Risks for 288

current-users were found to be significantly higher than those for never-users [OR=1.50, 289

(95% CI 1.03-2.17)]. Among current-users, risk increased with increasing duration of use, 290

with OR of 1.13 (0.73-1.75), 1.51 (1.00-2.72) and 1.82 (1.22-2.72) for <10, 10-14 and >=15 291

years of use, respectively (p-trend=0.04). Among women who had used hormonal 292

contraception for more than 15 years or between 10 and 14 years, those who ceased use were 293

significantly less likely to develop CIN 2/3 than current-users in corresponding duration of 294

use categories (p<0.001 and p=0.039 respectively).  295

296
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Figure 1: Association between high-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 2/3 297

and hormonal contraceptive use.298
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299

^ Adjusted for smoking broad usage (never-smoker, ex-smoker, current-smoker), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), age at first sexual 300

intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17), lifetime number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10 ), number of sexual partners in 301

last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6), number of Pap smears in 1.5 to 5 years prior to index test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design 302

for age (5-year age groups) and date of index test (2-month periods).303

p-values are for tests of global null hypotheses that odds ratios are equal within each variable.  304
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In relation to smoking, 12% and 30% of controls were current-smokers and ex-smokers 306

respectively, in keeping with background rates [14] with 87% of current-smokers with 307

duration information having smoked for 10 years or more (Figure 2). Compared to controls 308

who had ever smoked, never-smokers were more likely to have been 21 years or older at first 309

sexual intercourse (26% vs. 8%), to have had 1-2 lifetime sexual partners (39% vs. 13%), to 310

have had 0-1 sexual partners in the last 5 years (81% vs. 74%), and were less likely to have 311

had no smear tests prior to their index test (5% vs. 11%) (Table 2).312

313
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Figure 2: Association between high-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 2/3 314

and smoking history.315
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316

^ Adjusted for hormonal contraceptive broad usage (never-user, ex-user, current-user), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), age at 317

first sexual intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17), lifetime number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10 ), 318

number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6), number of Pap smears in 1.5 to 5 years prior to index 319

test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design for age (5-year age groups) and date of index test (2-month 320

periods).p-values are for tests of global null hypotheses that odds ratios are equal within each variable.321
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For smoking history, broad usage, time since quitting, duration of use and number of 324

cigarettes/day were all found to be associated with CIN 2/3 (p=0.008, p=0.003, p=0.033 and325

p<0.001 respectively) (Figure 2). Current-smokers had higher risk of CIN 2/3 than 326

never-smokers [OR=1.43, (95%CI 1.14-1.80)] and risks for current smokers varied 327

significantly according to number of cigarettes/day (p=0.02). In particular, current-smokers328

who smoked ≥5 cigarettes/day were more likely to be diagnosed with CIN 2/3 than 329

never-smokers [OR=1.77, (95%CI 1.36-2.31)]. Current-smokers who smoked ≥5330

cigarettes/day were also at higher risk of CIN 2/3 than ex-smokers of ≥5 cigarettes/day 331

(p=0.013). Risks of CIN 2/3 for current smokers did not vary by duration of use (p=0.99).332

Although ex-smokers had similar risks overall as never-smokers [OR=1.07, (95% CI333

0.89-1.29)], there was some evidence that risks for ex-smokers varied according to time since 334

quitting (p=0.04). Specifically, compared with never smokers, some increased risks were 335

found for women who quit smoking 1-4 years ago [OR=1.30, (95%CI 1.02-1.65)] but not for336

those who quit 5-9 years ago [OR=1.07, (95%CI 0.80-1.43)] or more than 10 years ago 337

[OR=0.83, (95%CI 0.62-1.12)]. Risks of CIN 2/3 for ex-smokers did not vary according to 338

duration of use (p=0.26) or number of cigarettes/day (p=0.07).339

340

There were no significant interactions between smoking and hormonal contraceptive broad 341

usage (p=0.55). Sensitivity analysis indicated that effect estimates did not vary materially 342

when different methods were used to account for sexual behaviour (Supplementary Figures 343

A1 and A2). 344

345

346

4. Discussion347

In this Australian study women aged 30-44 years who were current users of hormonal 348

contraceptives were found to have around 50% increased odds of developing high grade CIN 349

compared to women who had never used them, or had used them in the past. The risk of 350

CIN2/3 increased with increasing duration of use among current users, but not among 351

ex-users. Long term use of hormonal contraceptives was relatively common in this 352

population. In addition, the odds of high grade CIN was increased by 43% among current 353

smokers compared to never-smokers and rose with increasing intensity of smoking.354
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355

The current study presents the risks of CIN2/3 co-factors for women in their 30s and early 356

40s. These risks may change in successive cohorts of women offered the HPV vaccine as357

oncogenic HPV types other than HPV16/18 will become proportionally more prevalent in the 358

population. Similarly, risks may also change in the long-term following administration of the 359

nonavalent vaccine which has recently been approved in Australia for inclusion in the 360

school-based immunisation programme from 2018 onwards [22]. Our findings therefore 361

provide a benchmark against which the effects of smoking and oral contraceptive use can be 362

assessed in future studies. Overall, despite the administration of the HPV vaccine, cervical 363

screening will still be necessary for the early detection and treatment of high risk 364

abnormalities. From December 2017, Australia transitioned from cytology-based screening to 365

primary HPV screening with partial genotyping as part of the renewed National Cervical 366

Screening Program. We have previously reported that transient increases in the detection of 367

CIN2/3 lesions are predicted to occur in the initial three screening rounds due to increased 368

sensitivity of HPV testing compared to cytology, enabling earlier detection of the lesions369

[23-25]. It should also be noted that within the renewed screening programme women will be370

differentially managed depending on the HPV types detected. Women positive for HPV16/18 371

will be referred directly to colposcopy and women positive for other oncogenic types will be 372

triaged according to their liquid base cytology results. These different management pathways 373

will also affect the number of CIN2/3 lesions detected overall. Therefore, in the context of a 374

changing landscape in cervical cancer screening and HPV vaccination, there is a continued 375

need to evaluate the effect of oral contraceptive use and smoking in relation to high grade 376

abnormalities.377

378

In 2007, the International Collaboration of Epidemiological Studies of Cervical Cancer 379

combined individual participants’ data from 25 studies involving 16,573 women with 380

invasive cervical cancer, in situ cervical cancer or CIN 3 (cases) and 35,509 women without 381

cervical disease (controls) [11]. The use of individual participant data provided the 382

Collaboration far greater statistical control of sexual, gynaecological and obstetric 383

confounders than previous meta-analyses of published effect estimates [9]. The Collaboration 384

found that the risk of invasive cervical cancer and CIN3/cervical cancer in situ was increased 385
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for current users of oral contraceptives [e.g. relative risk of invasive cancer for 5 or more 386

years’ use versus never use, 1.90 (95%CI 1.69-2.13)] and declined after use ceased. Our 387

findings are in agreement with results from the Collaboration, and other prospective studies 388

reported subsequently as well as a previously conducted, Australian study of 117 women 389

[26-28]. The Collaboration also found that injectable progestagen-only formulations 390

increased the risk of cervical cancer. Although this was based on a small amount of data on 391

progestagen-only contraceptives this finding was later confirmed by a large South African 392

case-control study [29]. Our data were insufficient for disentangling the potentially different 393

effects of oestrogen-progestagen and progestagen-only formulations, however, we found an394

increased risk of high grade cervical disease with current use of hormonal contraceptives 395

which is consistent with the findings of the Collaboration. We also found a pattern of 396

increased risk of CIN2/3 with more recent use of hormonal contraceptives for ex-users which 397

is in agreement with findings from the collaboration for CIN3/carcinoma in situ. The 398

confidence intervals for our results, however, were wider by comparison, which could be due 399

to smaller sample sizes. 400

401

The mechanisms by which hormonal contraceptive use increases the risk of cervical 402

neoplasms are not entirely clear. Epidemiological evidence suggests that use of hormonal 403

contraceptives promotes persistence of oncogenic HPV infections [30,31] which could lead to 404

progression to cervical cancer but does not increase the risk of new HPV infections [10-11, 405

30]. In addition, a number of laboratory-based studies have reported hormone-related 406

exposures inducing biological changes consistent with cervical disease progression. For 407

example, studies of the female reproductive tract of HPV16-expressing transgenic mice have 408

shown a possible synergistic mechanism between the oncogenes of HPV16 and chronic 409

oestrogen exposure which in turn modulates squamous cell carcinogenesis [32,33]. More 410

recently, genetic polymorphisms have also been identified that may act synergistically with 411

hormonal contraceptives and HPV infections to promote cervical carcinogenesis [34,35].  412

413

We also found that the risk of high grade cervical disease was higher for current-smokers414

than never-smokers, increasing with the number of cigarettes smoked per day and with 415

increased duration of smoking. These results are consistent with the largest pooled analysis of 416
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epidemiological studies of cervical cancer ever conducted on the association between tobacco 417

smoking, invasive cervical cancer and CIN3/cervical cancer in situ [12]. A nested 418

case-control study of European women reported similar findings after adjusting for 419

serological markers of exposure to HPV, Chlamydia trachomatis and Human Herpes Virus 2 420

[36]. Although we found a small increased risk of CIN 2/3 for long-term ex-smokers (>10 421

years) compared with never-smokers this was not statistically significant, possibly due to 422

small sample size or an attenuation of the risk from combining CIN2 and CIN3 cases 423

together. Nevertheless, our data did show a significant trend of increased risk for ex-smokers424

with decreasing time since quitting.425

426

The epidemiological evidence for a relationship between tobacco and cervical carcinogenesis 427

is supported by a number of biological studies. Several of these demonstrated malignant 428

transformations of papilloma and cervical tissue from exposure to chemical carcinogens 429

contained in tobacco smoke [11,37]. Other studies have reported that smoking appears to 430

additionally increase the risks of HPV infection and the likelihood of infection persistence 431

through the suppression of cell-mediated immunity [38,39]. In a recent study on progression 432

of HPV infections in adult women, those who smoked were significantly less likely to clear 433

an infection than non-smokers [40]. The plausibility of a causal link between smoking and 434

cervical carcinogenesis is also strengthened by evidence of tobacco-specific carcinogens in 435

the cervical mucus of smokers [41].  436

437

This study has several limitations. First, as with all case-control studies using self-reported 438

exposures, our results are potentially affected by recall bias. Second, despite the consistency 439

of the results obtained using four different methods of adjustment for sexual behaviours, the 440

possibility of residual confounding and/or confounding from unmeasured confounders 441

remains. Third, we were unable to investigate associations for CIN3 cases alone as the NSW 442

PTR reports high grade CIN as a combination of grades 2 and 3. Despite the above 443

limitations, the current study has a number of strengths, including a large number of 444

participants recruited from a single source, the NSW PTR, which provided Pap test histories 445

for all participants. The availability of these screening histories in addition to sexual 446

behaviour and other lifestyle characteristics enabled analyses to be adjusted for a range of 447
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confounding factors. Furthermore, our findings are consistent with the findings of the two 448

major collaborations.449

450

5. Conclusions451

This population-based case-control study indicates that among Australian women 30-44 years 452

of age, current users of hormonal contraceptives and current-smokers were at increased risk 453

of developing CIN 2/3, and that longer duration of use and increasing intensity of exposure, 454

respectively, lead to further increase in risk. The evidence from this study also indicates that 455

these increased risks are generally reversible, with risks returning to similar levels as those 456

for never-users and never-smokers within 5 years of stopping/quitting. Our findings support 457

smoking cessation in users to decrease their risk of pre-cancerous lesions. Although we found 458

that contraceptives increase the risk of CIN2/3, combined oral contraceptives have been shown 459

to be protective in the long term against endometrial and ovarian cancers [42,43] in addition to 460

their effective contraceptive properties. Overall, our study reinforces the continuing need and 461

importance of routine cervical screening for cancer prevention in both vaccinated and 462

unvaccinated populations. 463

464

465

Data Statement 466

The dataset analysed for the current study is available from the corresponding author on 467

reasonable request. 468

469
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Appendix A604

605

Figure A1: Comparability of odds ratios for hormonal contraceptive use estimated using different 606

methods of accounting for sexual behaviour covariates.  607

608

609

^ All odds ratios adjusted for smoking broad usage (never-smoker, ex-smoker, current-smoker), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), number of Pap 610

smears in 1.5 to 5 years prior to index test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design for age (5-year age groups) and date of index test 611

(2-month periods).612

613
1 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17, prefer not to answer), lifetime 614

number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10, prefer not to answer), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6,615

prefer not to answer). These odds ratios are shown in Figure 1 and redisplayed here for convenience.  616

617
2 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (≥29, 28, 27,…..,13, 12, <12, prefer not to answer), lifetime 618

number of sexual partners (1, 2, 3,….,24, ≥25, prefer not to answer), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0,1, 2, 3,….,10,11, 619

≥12, prefer not to answer). 620

621

3 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (modelled continuously), lifetime number of sexual partners622

(modelled continuously) and number of sexual partners in last 5 years (modelled continuously). Functional forms for continuous 623

covariates were modelled using fraction polynomials as described in the methods section. Data restricted to the 766 CIN 2/3624

cases and 3181 controls who did not select ‘prefer not to answer’ to any of the 3 sexual behaviour questions.625

626
4 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17, prefer not to answer), lifetime 627

number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10, prefer not to answer), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6, 628

prefer not to answer). Data restricted to the 514 CIN II/III cases and 2815 controls who reported having only one sexual partner in 629

the last 5 years.630
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Figure A2: Comparability of odds ratios for smoking behaviour estimated using different methods of 632

accounting for sexual behaviour covariates. 633

634

635

636

^ All odds ratios adjusted for smoking broad usage (never-smoker, ex-smoker, current-smoker), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), number of Pap 637

smears in 1.5 to 5 years prior to index test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design for age (5-year age groups) and date of index test 638

(2-month periods).639

640

1 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17, prefer not to answer), lifetime 641

number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10, prefer not to answer), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6, 642

prefer not to answer). These odds ratios are shown in Figure 1 and redisplayed here for convenience.  643

644
2 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (≥29, 28, 27,…..,13, 12, <12, prefer not to answer), lifetime 645

number of sexual partners (1, 2, 3,….,24, ≥25, prefer not to answer), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0,1, 2, 3,….,10,11, 646

≥12, prefer not to answer). 647

648
3 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (modelled continuously), lifetime number of sexual partners 649

(modelled continuously) and number of sexual partners in last 5 years (modelled continuously). Functional forms for continuous 650

covariates were modelled using fraction polynomials as described in the methods section. Data restricted to the 766 CIN II/III 651

cases and 3181 controls who did not select ‘prefer not to answer’ to any of the 3 sexual behaviour questions.652

653
4 Odds ratios additionally adjusted for age at first sexual intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17, prefer not to answer), lifetime 654

number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10, prefer not to answer), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6,655

prefer not to answer). Data restricted to the 514 CIN II/III cases and 2815 controls who reported having only one sexual partner in 656

the last 5 years.657

658
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Table A1: Associations between CIN 2/3 and the potential confounders of the relationships between 659

CIN 2/3 and hormonal contraceptive use and between CIN 2/3 and smoking history. 660

    661

Controls Cases
Adjusted OR^Characteristic n=3636 n=886

Parity: n (%) ^
0 832 (23) 304 (34) 1.00

1 706 (19) 164 (19) 0.97 (0.76, 1.24)

2 1298 (36) 259 (29) 0.96 (0.76, 1.20)

≥ 3 800 (22) 159 (18) 0.97 (0.75, 1.25)

Age at first sexual intercourse (years): n (%) ^
≥ 21 667 (18) 99 (11) 1.00

19-20 527 (14) 125 (14) 1.24 (0.91, 1.70)

17-18 1214 (33) 329 (37) 1.21 (0.92, 1.61)

< 17 1087 (30) 304 (34) 1.06 (0.79, 1.43)

prefer not answer 141 (4) 29 (3) 0.95 (0.56, 1.63)

No. sexual partners in the last 5 years: n (%) ~
0-1 2843 (78) 519 (59) 1.00

2 274 (8) 89 (10) 1.50 (1.14, 1.97)

3-5 296 (8) 151 (17) 2.30 (1.81, 2.92)

≥ 6 130 (4) 96 (11) 3.44 (2.53, 4.69)

prefer not answer 93 (3) 31 (3) 1.69 (1.04, 2.73)

Lifetime no. sexual partners: n (%) #
1-2 1019 (28) 90 (10) 1.00

3-5 766 (21) 183 (21) 2.35 (1.76, 3.13)

6-9 530 (15) 167 (19) 3.10 (2.29, 4.19)

≥ 10 905 (25) 333 (38) 3.26 (2.43, 4.36)

prefer not answer 416 (11) 113 (13) 2.48 (1.75, 3.51)

No. Pap smears 1.5 to 5 years prior: n (%)
≥ 3 707 (19) 154 (17) 1.00

2 1501 (41) 260 (29) 0.90 (0.72, 1.14)

1 1079 (30) 250 (28) 1.15 (0.91, 1.45)

0 349 (10) 222 (25) 2.99 (2.31, 3.88)

662

^ Adjusted for hormonal contraceptive broad usage (never-user, ex-user, current-user), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), age at first sexual 663

intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17), lifetime number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10 ), number of sexual partners in last 5 664

years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6), number of Pap smears in 1.5 to 5 years prior to index test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design for age 665

(5-year age groups) and date of index test (2-month periods).666

~ Adjusted for hormonal contraceptive broad usage (never-user, ex-user, current-user), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), age at first sexual 667

intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17), number of sexual partners in last 5 years (0-1, 2, 3-5, ≥ 6), number of Pap smears in 1.5 to 5 668

years prior to index test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design for age (5-year age groups) and date of index test (2-month periods).669

# Adjusted for hormonal contraceptive broad usage (never-user, ex-user, current-user), parity (0, 1, 2, ≥3), age at first sexual 670

intercourse (≥21, 19-20, 17-18, <17), lifetime number of sexual partners (1-2, 3-5, 6-9, ≥10 ), number of Pap smears in 1.5 to 5 671

years prior to index test (≥3, 2, 1, 0) and by matched design for age (5-year age groups) and date of index test (2-month periods).672

~# Odds ratios for the number of sexual partners in last 5 years were not adjusted for lifetime number of sexual partners (and vice 673

versa) to avoid collinearity. 674
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